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FAQs
Frequently asked questions

WHO ARE THE WOODWORKERS?
Woodworkers is a 100% Australian owned family
company formed from the amalgamation of several
older timber joineries and retailers including Drakes
Joinery, Yandina
Joinery,
Sargoods
Joinery,
Beautwood, Sydney’s World of Wood and the Gold
Coast Door Shop. Our original Drakes joinery
workshop at Moorooka is Brisbane’s oldest surviving
joinery in continuous operation since 1928. Many of the
designs that are the hallmarks of the Queenslander
architectural style were originally made in this
workshop and the same techniques continue to be
used today. It is Queensland’s largest manufacturer of
solid timber joinery with approximately 100 skilled
trades people and staff in 5 factories in Australia. The
company also operates supply chain factories in
Indonesia and China that feed the Australian factories
with stock and componentry. Woodworkers has
showrooms in Brisbane, Sydney, Southport and
Maroochydore. We also have distributors strategically
positioned throughout Queensland, New South Wales
& Western Australia.
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ISN’T ALL SOLID TIMBER JOINERY THE SAME?
Most import joinery uses the term, ‘solid timber’
deceptively. It may be solid but is it one piece of
timber? Engineered doors are actually laminated finger
jointed timbers of mixed species covered with a thin
face veneer. Woodworkers doors, unless specifically
noted (i.e Vista / Fuseon), all use solid natural timber for
all their structural components and purpose made
cedar plywood for panel work.
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IS ALL JOINERY AUSTRALIAN MADE?
No. Although we locally manufacture more joinery than
anyone else, we also operate offshore factories to
control our supply chain for both timber and
manufactured items such as hardware. As 95% of all
timber used in joinery is imported, Woodworkers
complies with the World Bank guidelines for
sustainable resource management and controls its
timber supplies at source to ensure that 100% of every
log gets used. It consequently prepares and dries
timber off shore and recycles all offcuts into smaller
manufactured items such as sashes, which it imports
for Australian assembly. This unique system is not only
environmentally responsible but also keeps the jobs in
Australia and our prices low. Woodworkers also has the
capability to supply custom made joinery offshore for
larger projects - discussed separately on FAQ 25.
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WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IMPORTED AND AUSTRALIAN JOINERY?
Virtually all doors retailed in Australia by groups like Bunnings, Doors Plus etc are fully imported. There are also importers who
masquerade as auction suppliers who source their products in Vietnam, Indonesia and China. The Australian Standards make
the entity that hangs the window or door responsible for its compliance, so import retailers limit their liability to the product rather
than the collateral damage that leaking joinery can produce. Because Woodworkers has tested its joinery to AS2047 and is an
accredited member of WADIC (Window and Door Industry Council) it fully warranties its product. Because of these
responsibilities, Woodworkers uses Australian supervision to oversee its import products and ensures they are made to a higher
standard than our competitors and to a quality equivalent to our local manufacture.
we,re the
original greenies!
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HOW DO WOODWORKERS COMPARE WITH OTHER
AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURERS?
Most Australian manufacturers are highly reputable and produce a
reliable product to achieve compliance with Australian Standards.
Most of the larger producers e.g. Stegbar, Trend, Hume & Corinthian
manufacture or import engineered product and use mass production
joint systems heavily reliant on adhesives for strength. Their product
can fairly be said to be built to a price and life expectation defined in
their warranty but not generally longer. On a smaller scale, there are
a number of traditional joinery manufacturers that produce a quality
product and to compare them you need to consider the following issues

Construction
thickness
& method

Woodworkers finish all their external doors at
40mm and use full mortise and tenon
construction for all local manufacture. Dowel
construction is used on some import product
where suitable. All windows are also 40mm.
Most other local manufacturers use 35mm door
and window thickness as standard, which is
difficult to fit mortise locks to and is more prone
to warp. Approximately 25% more raw timber is
used in 40mm joinery than 35mm (due to lumber
sizing increments between 1½” and 2”) making
40mm joinery better value and a more practical
choice.

Sills

Woodworkers use Category 1 durability
hardwoods for all exposed timber sills, generally
Kwila or Merbau. They use proven traditional
profiles for each application, usually machined
from 175mm wide material up to 75mm thick. All
sills should be oily, durable material to repel
water and resist weathering but some
manufacturers use porous timbers (like Cedar)
which it is not suitable for sill applications.

Testing

Design

All Woodworkers joinery has been wind tunnel
tested to comply with AS2047. As the Building
Code of Australia makes certification of
compliance necessary for final building
approval, it’s important that a manufacturer is
used who has undertaken the testing regime
and certifies their product.
Woodworkers has always been the leader in
innovative design of timber joinery and boasts the
visually strongest standard moulds and details in
the industry. At Woodworkers it’s the details that
make all the difference and set us apart.

we remake history daily !

our original 1928 workshop still operates today
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